FFWPU Scotland's Weekend Seminar with lectures by James A. Baughman
Matthew Huish
September 28, 2018
This Weekend Seminar will have thought
provoking and enriching character development
lectures given by James A. Boughman, Ph.D.
* Engaging debates and friendly group discussions.
* Exploring historical sights of Stirling
* Warm homemade meals made each day plus
entertainment.
For more details download => character cultivation
seminar <= the seminar poster.
Where When Cost Contact:
Where:- Stirling Youth Hostel
St John Street, Stirling, FK8 1EA
When:- 19th -- 21st Oct 2018
starting Friday evening 6:00pm Finish Sunday
3:00pm
Cost:- £25 per person
Contact:- ulrike.currie@ btinternet,com or Paul on
07584 561966
Sponsored by both Baughman Education and the Scottish Family Federation for World Peace and Unity
Synopsis of Presentations
What is Character?
The purpose of this presentation is to explore the definition of character and the role it plays in the
development of personal integrity and civilization as a whole; it also looks at the criteria used to
determine good character and the manner in which the seminar will unfold to explore this criteria.
How are We Designed as Human Beings?
This topic explores our inherent propensities to seek happiness, fulfillment and lasting relationships; it
attempts to identify these natural desires in terms of a number of life goals designed to help us fulfill our
greatest potential as human beings.

What is the Nature of Virtue and Vice?
This topic explores the nature of good and evil (right and wrong); it attempts to demonstrate that the
definitions of good and evil are not relative, but rather universal and absolute when seen in light of our
true desires and life goals.
Sexuality, Marriage and Family
This topic explores the human desire for sexual intimacy in the context of true human potential and life
goals, and the devastating consequences that occur to individuals, families and societies when acted upon
outside of that context.
Exploring the Ethereal Dimension
This topic explores the internal dimension of the human being mainly from the point of view of science
and logical consistency with the topics already presented; it also explores how this dimension is
fundamentally connected to good character.
How Does Discipline and Training Work?
This topic explores the nature of discipline and how it is an integral aspect to all learning; it explores the
process and methods by which we learn and grow, the stages involved in order to ultimately reach
excellence, and the mentality needed to succeed.
How Do I Become a Person of Character?
This topic explores a practical approach to identifying choices and habits that stand in the way of our
personal development, and reversing these in favour of choices and habits that reinforce the fulfilment of
true human potential and life goals. This is followed by a time of individual reflection and goal-setting in
order to establish a daily routine of improving personal character and integrity.

